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Abstract. EEG-based BCIs rely on classification methods to recog-
nize the brain patterns that encode user’s intention. However, decod-
ing accuracies have reached a plateau and therefore novel classification
techniques should be evaluated. This paper proposes the use of Lattice
Neural Networks with Dendritic Processing (LNND) for the classification
of hand movements from electroencephalographic (EEG) signals. The
performance of this technique was evaluated and compared with clas-
sical classifiers using EEG signals recorded form participants perform-
ing motor tasks. The result showed that LNND provides: (i) the higher
decoding accuracies in experiments using one electrode (DA = 80 % and
DA = 80 % for classification of motor execution and motor imagery,
respectively); (ii) distributions of decoding accuracies significantly dif-
ferent and higher than the chance level (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test) in experiments using one, two, four and six electrodes. These results
shows that LNND could be a powerful technique for the recognition of
motor tasks in BCIs.
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1 Introduction

Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) have emerged as a new alternative to provide
people suffering partial or complete motor impairments, with a non-muscular
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communication channel to convey messages to the external world [1]. These
systems are based on the recording and processing of the brain activity in order
to obtain control signals that are used to trigger external devices [2]. Thus, the
BCI design is mainly driven by the brain activity and by the mental task carried
out by the user. Most of BCIs use the electroencephalogram (EEG) as this
technique is non-invasive and provides high temporal resolution brain signals.
The mental task is essential to induce recognizable changes or patterns in the
recorded signals, and the most common mental task is the motor imagery of
different parts of the body [3]. Hence, the key element in a BCI is the recognition
of the changes or patterns induced in the recorded brain signals by the mental
task, which is carried out by means of classification algorithms [4].

Nonetheless, the application of BCIs in real scenarios and daily live situ-
ations with final users, i.e., patients, is still limited mainly due to: (i) EEG
recording systems are expensive and not fully portable, therefore, patients or
health systems can not afford to obtain such technologies; (ii) the majority of
research on EEG-based BCIs focuses on classical classification algorithms, but
their performance has reached a plateau and therefore novel and different algo-
rithms should be evaluated. This paper addresses these issues by studying the
recognition of hand movements from EEG signals recorded with a low-cost EEG
system, and by applying a novel classification technique named Lattice Neural
Networks with Dendritic Processing (LNND) [5]. This method is commencing
to be used in some applications [6], however it has not been used in BCIs.

The aim in this work was to employ and to evaluate the LNND classifica-
tion technique in the recognition of hand movements from EEG signals (i.e. to
identify whether a person is in relax or executing/imagining a hand movement),
as well as to compare its performance against Linear Discriminant Analysis and
Support Vector Machines, which are commonly used in EEG-based BCIs. Pre-
vious works have explored the evaluation of several classification algorithms in
this context [4], however none of them have applied the LNND technique. To
achieve this, EEG signals were obtained using a low-cost EEG system from sev-
eral healthy participants performing motor execution and motor imagery tasks.
These signals were used to evaluate two-class classification, concretely relax
versus movement, using each electrode individually and several groups with
various electrodes. The results showed that the LNND classification method
provided the higher classification rates and thus could be used in BCIs. The
paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 introduces LNND classification technique;
Sect. 3 describes the experiments carried out to obtain EEG signals in real
settings; Sect. 4 describes the experiments and results; and Sect. 5 presents the
conclusions.

2 Lattice Neural Networks with Dendritic Processing

Classical classification methods such as Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis
(FLDA) [7] or Support Vector Machine with Radial Basis Functions (SVMR) [8]
compute a discriminant function or separating hyperplane (defined by w · f(x) +
b = 0, where x ∈ �n×1 is a feature vector, f(·) is a transformation function,
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Fig. 1. (a) Diagram for the model of a LNND. (b) Diagram of how the weights are
computed in a LNND using the graphical method.

w ∈ �n×1 is a vector of classification weights and b is a bias term) to separate
the patterns representing the classes. These methods are commonly used in EEG-
based BCIs (for a review see [4]). Lattice neural networks with dendritic process-
ing (LNND) is a very recent and different classification method that produces
closed separation surfaces in the patterns. The technical details of this method
are explained below.

Dendrites are the primary basic computational units in a biological neuron,
however, they are absent in most models of artificial neural networks (ANN) [9].
Thus, the inclusion of dendrites in ANNs is essential to guarantee the creation
of closed separation surfaces to discriminate the data from the different classes
[10]. Recently, a new paradigm of ANN, known as Lattice Neural Networks, that
considers computation in the dendritic structure as well as in the body of the
neuron has been proposed [11]. This model requires no hidden layers, is capable of
multiclass discrimination, present no convergence problems and produce closed
separation surfaces between classes [12].

The diagram for this model of LNND is presented in Fig. 1a. The model
consists of n input and m output neurons, where n is the number of features in
the input vector, and m is the number of classes of the problem. The input and
output neurons are connected via a finite number of dendrites D1, . . . , Dk. Each
input neuron Ni has at most two connections on a given dendrite. The weight
associated between neuron Ni and dendrite Dk of Mj is denoted by ωl

ijk, where
the superscript l ∈ {0, 1} distinguishes between excitatory (l = 1, marked as a
black dot on Fig. 1a), and inhibitory (l = 0, marked as an open dot on Fig. 1a)
input to the dendrite.

The training of the LNND can be done with the graphical training method
proposed in [5], which involves four different steps. Given p classes of patterns
Ca, a = 1, 2, . . . p, each with n attributes:

1. Create an hypercube HCn, that includes all the patterns in the set. In order
to increase the tolerance to noise, it is possible to add a margin M on each
side of the hypercube. This margin is a number greater or equal to zero, and
it is a function of the length of the edges of the hyperbox.
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2. Verify all the hypercubes. If an hypercube encloses patterns of just one class
label it with the name of the corresponding class. If all the hypercubes have
been labeled proceed to step 4, else proceed to step 3.

3. For all the hypercubes that have patterns of more than one class, divide the
hypercube into 2n smaller hypercubes. Check if the condition stated on step
2 is satisfied.

4. Based on the coordinates on each axis, calculate the weights for each hyper-
cube that encloses patterns belonging to Ca. Each hypercube represents a
dendrite. Figure 1b shows how these weights are defined.

The computation of the k-th dendrite Dk of Mj is given by:

τ j
k(x) =

∧

i∈I(k)

∧

l∈L(i)

(−1)1−l(xi + ωl
ijk) (1)

where x = (x1, . . . , xn) denotes the input vector, I(k) ⊆ {1, . . . , n} corresponds
to the set of all input neurons connected with the k-th dendrite Dk of Mj ,
L(i) ⊆ {0, 1} corresponds to the set of excitatory and inhibitory synapses of the
neuron Ni with the dendrite Dk of Mj , and the operator

∨
denotes the minimum

value operator. The total output of the neuron Mj is given by the equation:

τ j(x) =
Kj∨

k=1

τ j
k(x) (2)

where Kj represents the total number of dendrites in the neuron Mj , and τ j
k(x)

is the output of the dendrite k of neuron Mj . The input vector x is assigned to
the class whose neuron results in the biggest value [5]:

y =
m∨

j=1

τ j(x) (3)

where m is the number of classes, and τ j(x) is the output of the neuron Mj .
In this work, we implemented the LNND classification technique with no mar-

gin, i.e. M = 0, and with a brute force search of it using 1000 values uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1, LNND0 and LNNDB, respectively. Therefore, four
classification methods were evaluated: FLDA, SVMR, LNND0 and LNNDB.

3 Methodology

3.1 Recording of EEG Signals

Participants and EEG Recording System. Twelve healthy subjects (ten
males and two females) were voluntarily recruited to participate in this study
(age range 20–24 years). EEG signals were recorded from 14 scalp locations
according to the international 10/20 system (AF3, F7, F3, FC5, T7, P7, O1,
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Fig. 2. (a) Snapshot of the experimental setup showing a participant seated in from
of the computer screen wearing the EEG recording system. (b) Temporal sequence of
a trial during the execution of the experiment.

AF4, F8, F4, FC6, T8, P8 and 02) using the low-cost commercially available
Emotiv EPOC Neuroheadset system. Signals were recorded at a sampling fre-
quency of 128 Hz with two reference electrodes CMS (on the left side) and DRL
(on the right side), and no filtering was applied. The impedance for all electrodes
was kept below 5kΩ by using saline solution.

Experiment Design. Participants were seated in front of a computer screen
with both forearms resting on their lap. The experiment consisted of many trials
of hand movements in two conditions: (i) motor execution -clenching- of the left
hand or right hand at a natural and effortless speed (ME); (ii) motor imagery -
clenching- of the left hand or right hand at the same natural and effortless speed
(MI). The experiment was controlled by visual cues presented on the screen.
Figure 2a shows a snapshot of the experiment.

Each trial consisted of the time sequence depicted in Fig. 2b. The first cue
instructed to relax while maintaining the initial position (relax phase). The sec-
ond cue randomly displayed an arrow pointing to the left or to the right and
indicated to perform or to imagine the movement of the corresponding hand
(movement phase). The third cue indicated that they could rest and blink while
adopting the initial position (rest phase). For each participant, the experiment
was executed in four blocks (two blocks for each experimental condition) each
including 48 trials, resulting in a total of 96 trials for each condition. The appli-
cation that controlled the presentation of the visual cues and the recording of
the EEG was developed with the BCI2000 platform [13].

3.2 Preprocessing and Features

EEG Signal Preprocessing. Recorded EEG signals were segmented in trials
of 9 s using the second cue as reference. Then, each trial was trimmed from −3
to 3 s, thus the time interval [−3, 0) s corresponds to the relax phase while the time
interval [0, 3) s corresponds to the movement phase. EEG signals were bandpass-
filtered from 0.5 to 60 Hz using a zero-phase shift filter and then a common average
reference (CAR) filtering was applied. Finally, two datasets were constructed by
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Fig. 3. r2 analysis across all participants for (a) ME and (b) MI condition.

gathering the trials according to the experimental condition. These two datasets
were used to test the four classifiers: FLDA, SVMR, LNND0 and LNNDB.

Feature Extraction and Selection. The power spectral density (PSD) was
used as features to discriminate between the two classes: relax and execut-
ing/imagining hand movement. The PSD was computed for the frequency range
between 2 and 40 Hz at a resolution of 1 Hz. Thus, the number of the PSD fea-
tures for each electrode is 39, while for all the electrodes is 546, i.e., 14 electrodes
x 39 frequencies. Features computed from the relax phase [−3, 0)s were labelled
as relax while features computed in the movement phase [0,−3)s were labelled
as movement.

For the selection of features with the most discriminative power, the signif-
icant differences between the two classes were examined using an r2 analysis
[14]. The r2 value of each feature (i.e., electrode and frequency) was computed
as the squared correlation coefficient between the values of the feature and the
corresponding labels of −1 for relax and +1 for movement. The selected PSD
features at each electrode were those within the α : [8 − 12]Hz, μ : [12 − 15]Hz
and β : [15 − 30]Hz bands presenting the highest r2 values. This selection was
performed individually for each participant and for each experimental condition.
Therefore, the feature vector is xi ∈ �n×1, i ∈ {relax,movement}.

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Classification Experiments and Evaluation Process

The classification between relax versus movement was assessed using each elec-
trode independently and three groups of various electrodes, i.e., Go2 ∈ {FC5,
FC6}, Go4 ∈ {FC5, FC6, F3, F4} and Go6 ∈ {FC5, FC6, F3, F4, F7, F8}.
Therefore, seventeen classification experiments were evaluated for each experi-
mental condition. For each experiment, classification performance was assessed
by a 10-fold cross-validation process, which was applied independently for each
participant. To measure performance, the decoding accuracy or DA, defined as
the percentage of correctly predicted trials, was computed for each fold.
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The significant chance level of the decoding accuracy or DAsig, was assessed
using the binomial cumulative distribution at the α = 0.05 significance level.
Using 81 trials (i.e., the average of trials across all participants and experimental
conditions) the significant chance level is DAsig = 60%. Finally, the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was used to test whether the distribution of DA was significantly
different from DAsig.

4.2 r2 Analysis

Figure 3 shows the r2 analysis obtained across all participants in both conditions.
These results show differences between the two classes, relax and movement,
mainly in the fronto-central electrodes (FC5, FC6, F3, F4, F7 and F8), and in
the motor-related frequency bands (between ∼ 10Hz and ∼ 30Hz). In addition,
these results also reveals that the r2 values are greater in the ME condition than
in the MI condition.

4.3 Classification Results

Using Each Channel Individually. Figure 4 shows the mean DA achieved
for each electrode projected in a 2D representation of the scalp. For the ME con-
dition, in FLDA and SVMR the average DA was higher than DAsig in electrodes
FC5, FC6, F3, F4 and F7; in LNND0 the average DA was higher than DAsig

only in electrodes FC5 and FC6; while in LNNDB the average DA was higher
than DAsig in all the electrodes. In particular, the electrode with the higher
performance was FC6 (DA = 75%), FC6 (DA = 78%), FC5 (DA = 66%)
and FC5 (DA = 80%) for FLDA, SVMR, LNND0 and LNNDB, respectively.
For the MI condition, no electrode presented average DA greater than DAsig

for FLDA, SVMR and LNND0, however LNNDB presented average DA higher
than DAsig in all the electrodes. For this classifier, the best performance was
achieved by electrode FC5 (DA = 80%).

Using Groups of Channels. Figure 5 shows, for both experimental conditions
and for each classifier, the distributions of DA across all the participants. For
comparison purposes, the figure also include the distribution of DA achieved
by the best electrode in the previous analysis, thus resembling a classification
scenario with one electrode or Go1.

For the case of Go1, in the ME condition the median of the distributions
of DA were significantly different and higher than DAsig (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon
signed-rank test) in all classifiers, however, for the MI condition solely the clas-
sifier LNNDB presented a distribution of DA whose median is significantly dif-
ferent and higher than DAsig (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test). Similarly,
for Go2, the median of the distributions of DA in the ME condition were signif-
icantly different and higher than DAsig (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank test)
in all classifiers, while for the MI condition the median of the distributions of
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(b)(a)

Fig. 4. Scalp topographies of average DA for each classifier in (a) ME and (b) MI
condition.

(b)(a)

Fig. 5. Distribution DA across all participants for (a) ME and (b) MI condition.
Results are presented for all classifiers when using the groups of channel Go1, Go2,
Go4 and Go6.
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DA is significantly different and higher than DAsig (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-
rank test) with the classifiers SVMR and LNNDB. Finally, for Go4 and Go6,
the results for both conditions show that the median of the distributions of DA
is significantly different and higher than DAsig (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon signed-rank
test) with the classifiers FLDA, SVMR and LNNDB, however no significant dif-
ferences between the median of the DA distribution and DAsig is observed for
the LNND0 classifier (p > 0.01, Wilcoxon signed-rank test).

5 Conclusions

This work studied the recognition of hand movements using power spectral based
features extracted from EEG signals recorded with a low-cost system, and the
novel Lattice Neural Networks with Dendritic Processing (LNND) classifica-
tion technique. A battery of experiments were conducted to obtain EEG signals
from several healthy participants performing motor execution (ME) and motor
imagery (ME) of the hands. Then, these signals were used to evaluate two-class
(relax versus movement) classification using the proposed LNND technique,
and to compare its performance with the classical Fisher Linear Discriminant
Analysis (FLDA) and the Support Vector Machine with radial basis function
kernel (SVMR), which are extensively used in BCIs.

On the one hand, the r2 analysis showed that the features, i.e., the power
spectral density in each pair electrode-frequency, with the most discriminative
power are presented in electrodes surrounding the motor cortex (i.e., FC5, FC6,
F3, F4, F7 and F8) and in frequencies within in motor-related frequency bands
(i.e., α : [8− 12]Hz, μ : [12− 15]Hz and β : [15− 30]Hz). This revealed that the
motor task performed by the participants induces recognizable changes in the
recorded EEG signals, which indeed was used to select features and to perform
classification. In addition, this analysis also revealed that the differences between
the two classes are stronger in the ME condition than in the MI condition. This is
because the PSD changes more prominent during actual movements than during
imagery movements, suggesting better discriminability for ME than MI.

On the other hand, we ran seventeen experiments to evaluate classification
using the proposed LNND classification method, in its two versions LNND0 and
LNNDB, and the classical FLDA and SVMR. The results showed that the LNND
technique provides the higher decoding accuracy in experiments using a single
electrode or a group of two/four electrodes (lower dimensionality of the feature
space). However, the performance of the LNND reduces, although maintains
above the significant chance level, in experiments using a group of six electrodes
(higher dimensionality of the feature space). In other words, as dimensionality
of the feature space increases, the performance of the LNND slightly reduces.

In summary, this work showed the possibility of using the very recent Lattice
Neural Networks with Dendritic Processing classification algorithm to discrimi-
nate between motor tasks using EEG signals obtained by a commercially avail-
able low-cost system. This could be used as the basis for a low-cost and fully
portable brain-computer interfaces based on motor-related mental tasks.
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